












































Local Governance and the Affluent and Unstable Provinces  
in Japan’s Regency Period
KANBE Kōsuke
This study focuses on the “jukukoku,” the affluent provinces with ample tax revenue, and the 
“bōkoku,” the difficult-to-govern provinces where tax revenues were unstable, and how these 
concepts can shed light on the institutional structure and local governance during the regency 
(sekkan) period.
 The first part of the study looks at the role of the concepts of jukukoku and bōkoku in the 
area of finance, mainly through an analysis of primary documents. During the period in question, 
a new fiscal system was established under which certain tax and labor service were assigned to each 
province and were collected as needed. As the grasp of the individuals subject to taxation, which 
had been fundamental to the ritsuryō system, had been gradually reduced to mere formality and 
was no longer directly related to tax assessment, a realistic standard became necessary by which to 
decide the amount of tax to be imposed on each province. It was then that the jukukoku and 
bōkoku concepts, although unstable criteria of assessment drawing on rumors and precedents, were 
linked to the fiscal system. The state relied on the tax payments of affluent provinces as its basic 
source of revenue while exempting the poorer provinces from taxation and attempting their 
reconstruction by imposing only a certain burden and through the efforts of effective zuryō (deputy 
governors).
 The second part, drawing mainly on the tenth volume of the mid-Heian manual of court 
ceremonies and rules, Hokuzanshō, that covers “guidance on government officials’ duties” (rito 
shinan), takes up the role of the jukukoku and bōkoku concepts in provincial governing through 
zuryō, as well as articulating what was considered the ideal of local governance. Prior to dispatch to 
their places of assignment, the emperor would summon the juryō newly assigned to the “poor 
provinces,” and order them to inspect the situation of these provinces and work toward 
reconstruction. When the zuryō applied from their assigned provinces to the Grand Council of 
State for tax reduction and exemption, they would be allowed to adopt such measures as the 
shikidai (payment of tax by wheat, cloth, etc. in lieu of rice) and kyūfuku (corvée labor) provided 
that theirs were bōkoku provinces. At the time of the job-performance reviews conducted of the 
zuryō by the central government, priority was given to their achievements in provincial 
reconstruction rather than in their other duties. The ideal way of governing the country through 
the zuryō was considered to be that promoting bōkoku reconstruction by assigning good officials to 
bōkoku provinces as zuryō and conducting reductions and exemption of tax and other burdens 
through these officials.
 The third part introduces the case of a specific zuryō named Minamoto no Tamenori to show 
how the actual conditions pertaining to the jukukoku and bōkoku concepts diverged from the ideals 
of provincial governance. Tamenori did not want to be assigned to a bōkoku province and applied 
for tax reduction in pursuit of his own gain and thereby earned fraudulent profits. A province 
where he could make a lot of profit in that way, he called “jukukoku.” The private wealth of the 
zuryō of jukukoku provinces was channeled to high-ranking aristocrats in return for their 
patronage. Jukukoku provinces were gradually monopolized by powerful private institutions 
(kenmon), far from the originally intended ideal of provincial governance.
 In this way, the jukukoku and bōkoku concepts played an important role in the fiscal system 
and provincial rule during the regency period, initially aimed at a nationwide standard for fiscal 
practice and provincial governance while dealing with changes in social conditions. These concepts 
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provide a valuable perspective for assessing a major change in this period.
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Music in Kaibara Ekiken’s Theories on Healthy Living
MITSUHIRA Yūki 
The use of music to treat illness and promote and maintain health can be traced back to ancient 
times in both East and West. The reasoning behind the therapeutic uses of music changed 
gradually over time. By analyzing these changes, we can track the development of ideas behind 
modern music therapy; however, this topic has not received much attention in the fields of the 
history of music or medicine.
 In Japan, as referred to in traditional arts and rituals, there was from ancient times a close 
relationship between music and the treatment, promotion, and maintenance of good health. A 
study of books about healthy living (yōjō) published in the Edo period reveals that some Confucian 
thinkers like Kaibara Ekiken (1630–1714) incorporated music into their theories. The present 
article focuses on Kaibara Ekiken’s writings on the subject. The discussion covers (1) the 
foundations of Ekiken’s ideas on music, (2) his view of healthy living (yōjōa), (3) the role of music 
based on his ideas on yōjō, and (4) a comparison of the effect of music in Ekiken’s yōjō theory and 
contemporaneous ideas in England of the effect of music on “non-natural things.” The aim of the 
research is to reconstruct the concept of music therapy in Ekiken’s ideas for healthy living.
 Through an analysis of Ekiken’s books, mainly his Yōjōkun [Instructions for Healthy Living], 
Isei shūyō [Collection of Health / Medicine-related Excerpts from Chinese Writings], and Ongaku 
kibun [Notes on Music], the study identifies the basis of Ekiken’s application of music to his ideas 
for healthy living as deriving from the teachings on manners and music mainly from the “Yueji” 
(Music) chapter of the Liji (Record of Rites) as well as from the view of healthy living as described 
in classics of Chinese medicine such as Qianjinfang (A Thousand Golden Remedies) and Huangdi 
Neijing (The Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic).
 Based on this understanding, the ideas on music therapy expounded in Yōjōkun, in particular 
on the active performance of singing and dance, argue that singing and dancing have a salutary 
affect on both mind and body that nourishes both “spirit” and “energy” ( 気血 kiketsu). In 
comparing Ekiken’s ideas with contemporaneous ideas of music therapy in Britain, the study shows 
that Ekiken’s ideas on the effect of music (ongaku, consisting of the characters “on,” or sound, and 
“gaku,” enjoyment) emphasize the great impact of “gaku” (enjoyment) upon the mind. The paper 
concludes that “enjoyment” is the vital element of Ekiken’s view of music and played a significant 
role in articulating his theory.
 While Ekiken’s ideas on healthy living reflect the strong influence of the Chinese classics, 
they also apply his original ideas on the psychological and physiological effects of music rooted in 
the milieu of the early modern society in which he lived. The very fact that he wrote such a book 
in order to encourage the promotion and maintenance of both physical and mental health is 
significant indeed.

























From Revolution to Reformation: Miyazaki Tōten’s Vision and China
HE Pengju
This study analyzes Miyazaki Tōten’s (1871–1922) vision for modern China. Miyazaki attached 
high normative value to republicanism and saw the republic as the ultimate form of government. 
He believed in the vertical progress of a system of government. A republic was a reasonable, fair 
form of government. He rejected the notion that a country’s system of government should not be 
changed because of its cultural particularities or differences in national conditions. All states, he 
believed, would eventually rise to the status of a republic. Partly due to the influence of Sun Yat-
sen (Sun Wen), Tōten considered the ideal of the “peaceful rule under the three reigns” [in the 
early Tang period] to be fundamentally identical with republicanism, thus clearing away any 
ideological obstacle to China’s becoming a republic. He accepted Sun Yat-sen’s assertion that a 
republican form of government was the best suited to solving the problems confronting China at 
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the time. At the practical level, too, Miyazaki recognized the “usefulness” (hōben) of republicanism. 
He agreed with Sun Yat-sen’s plan of using republicanism to solve political divisiveness, 
warlordism, and foreign aggression in the attempt to govern the country through decentralization 
of authority.
 Tōten had been groping for a new “way of governing” (seidō ) to materialize his own vision 
through participation in the revolutionary movement. He had been searching for a new path for 
government with China as a means for that search. First, he recognized Sun Yat-sen as the central 
figure for advocating republicanism as a new way of government and believed that he and his 
associates would achieve reform. Second, he discovered a fundamental identity between China’s 
traditional thinking and the ideal of revolution, and was certain that the basic system of Chinese 
thought agreed with the ideas and values of republicanism. Third, seeing Sun Yat-sen’s series of 
social policies as corresponding to the policy and implementation of a new regime, Tōten called 
for reform through social policy and the creation of an ideal society. Fourth, he regarded China’s 
rural self-governing communities as the foundation for the ideal society of self-rule. He wanted to 
introduce modern civilization to that society, reform it, and build the ideal society. It is because 
Tōten saw China as the means to discover a new system of government that the contradictions 
between its traditions and modernity were reflected in his thought.
Keywords:  Miyazaki Tōten, Sun Yat-sen, revolution, reform, way of government (seidō ), system of 
government (seitai ), society of self-rule
バーナード・ブロックの Spoken Japanese 付属レコードに
関する研究
池田菜採子





書で、軍人教育に使われた。最初に出版されたのは、1945 年の Armed Edition 版であるが、
同じ年に Public Edition 版、1972 年に復刻版が出版されている。Armed Edition 版、Public 



















A Study of the Recordings Attached to Bernard Bloch’s Spoken Japanese
IKEDA Natsuko
Spoken Japanese, compiled by American structural linguist Bernard Bloch (1907–1965), is a 
Japanese-language textbook known only to a small number of people involved in Japanese-
language education, and little study has been made of its effects on post-Pacific War Japanese-
language education.
 Spoken Japanese was produced as part of the American strategy toward Japan. Used by 
members of the U.S. armed forces as a textbook for learning the spoken language, it was first 
published in 1945 in an Armed Services edition. A public edition came out in the same year and a 
reprint edition in 1972. The Armed Services edition and the public edition were both 
accompanied by a set of phonograph records, and the reprint edition by a set of cassette tapes. As 
of October 2015, the International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) alone in 
Japan has a full set of the cassette tapes.
 Recent survey results show that what is recorded in the tapes accompanying the reprinted 
edition of Spoken Japanese is most likely exactly the same as recorded in the twenty-four 12-inch 
records attached to the Armed Services edition first published in 1945. The cassette tapes in the 
Nichibunken collection are audio data of very great value not only in terms of the history of 
Japanese-language education but also for knowing the sound of the Japanese language spoken in 
those days.
 Based on this audio data, this study examines the purposes for which the accompanying 
records were produced as well as how they were meant to be used. It also analyzes the 
characteristics of the Japanese language spoken by the Japanese-American (Nikkeijin) informants 
whose voices were recorded. In the process of study, new information was obtained through the 
personal history of Mikiso Hane, an American of Japanese descent who contributed to the 
production of the Spoken Japanese as one of Bloch’s informants. The present study also makes a 
comparison between the Bloch records and Japanese-language education records created in Japan 
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in the early part of the Shōwa era (1926–1989).
 Through these approaches I believe this study will make a significant contribution to 
exploring the achievements of linguist Bernard Bloch, who produced Spoken Japanese and its 
accompanying recordings.
Keywords:  Bernard Bloch, Eleanor Harz Jorden, Mikiso Hane, informants, Nikkeijin, structural linguistics, 

























Exposé Writing of the 1950s and Matsumoto Seichō’s Nihon no kuroi kiri
YIN Zhixi
This study examines Matsumoto Seichō’s nonfiction exposé Nihon no kuroi kiri (Black Fog over 
Japan) in connection with the “insider exposés” (uchimaku mono) of the 1950s. In this book, 
Matsumoto tried to uncover the truths about a series of enigmatic incidents that occurred during 
the U.S.-led occupation of Japan (1945–1952), including the mysterious death of a Japan Railways 
president run over by a train (the Shimoyama incident) and the Matsukawa train wreck, allegedly 
caused by an act of sabotage. He concluded that the occupation authorities were involved in a 
conspiracy behind all these incidents. When the book was published in 1960, the conspiracy 
theory created a sensation and the words “kuroi kiri ” (black fog) were soon on everyone’s lips. 
Nihon no kuroi kiri, however, was not at all an isolated case of the exposé of incidents. The 1950s 
was an era when people were very eager to know the stories behind various incidents with social 
impact, and documentaries of the new exposé genre appeared in rapidly increasing numbers in 
weekly magazines and general-interest journals (sōgō zasshi ). The narrator of these insider exposés 
is often a person within the authority or organization targeted, who reveals secrets historical, 
political, or otherwise. The insider account, however, is often abused by those in power as a tool 
for manipulating public opinion. John Gunther, an American journalist known for his “Inside” 
books (Inside Europe, Inside Asia, etc.), got inside the Allied occupation organization, and wrote 
The Riddle of MacArthur (1951) to “expose” its secrets. The exposé was clearly intended to glorify 
the occupation authority and McCarthyism.
 Matsumoto Seichō’s Nihon no kuroi kiri offers direct rebuttals of Gunther’s supposed exposé 
book, showing the fictitious nature of the “secrets” revealed there. Matsumoto wrote Nihon no 
kuroi kiri not by getting inside the Occupation in order to discover secret information, but using 
his own method of uncovering the truth, namely perusing newspaper reports and existing 
documents from an outside perspective and as a private citizen. The book should be read as 
evidence of how history can be “contrived,” and how unnaturalness in “official statements” can 
suggest the dubiousness of what is described as “truth.”
Keywords:  insider exposé, Shimoyama incident, General Headquarters of the Allied Occupation, 
occupation period, Korean War, Nihon no kuroi kiri, public opinion, Matsumoto Seichō, 































Korea’s 1764 Embassy to Japan, Kenkadō Interchange,  
and the Painting of the Kenka Gashūzu
JEONG Kyung Jin
It is said of the 1764 Korean embassy (tongsinsa) to Japan that, while the journey was more 
arduous than all of the previous embassies combined, the cultural exchange that took place with 
the Japanese through poetry and written communication using Chinese characters was richer than 
in any of the other embassies. This article reexamines the interchange between the Korean envoy 
(jesulgwan) and secretaries and Kimura Kenkadō and members of his circle in Osaka on the 
occasion of the 1764 embassy visit to Japan. This has been examined in a number of previous 
studies, including those of Takahashi Hiromi, but insufficient attention has been paid to the 
background and individuals on the Korean side that made the interaction possible. At the same 
time, there also remains scope for reexamining the creation of the Kenka gashūzu (Kenkadō 
Literary Gathering) painting, which had been entrusted to the Korean secretary, Sung De-jung.
 The study looks first, from the Korean perspective, at the fact that the envoy and secretaries 
who interacted with members of Kenkadō’s circle were the illegitimate children of members of the 
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Korean yangban gentry, designated within the country’s strict social hierarchy as seoeol. While 
analyzing the relationships between the seoeol class and Korea’s tongsinsa delegations, the discussion 
clarifies how the seoeol members of the embassy had been engaged in cultivated Korean society, 
through poetry salons and the like, prior to their participation in the embassy.
 This study relies for its analysis on the records of the 1764 embassy by the envoy Nam Ok, 
entitled Ilgwangi (Record of Sights in Japan), a work that has been largely overlooked in Japan. It 
seeks to organize chronologically the itinerary of the embassy in Osaka, prior to their continuing 
onward to Edo, and on their way back to Korea. What becomes evident from this investigation is 
that one factor that made this interaction in 1764 possible was that the envoy and secretaries on 
the Korean side had been active in literary salons and experienced with cultural gatherings prior to 
being dispatched to Japan. The possibility of mutual recognition as men of learning between the 
cultivated individuals of varied social backgrounds that made up Kenkadō’s circle and the seoeol 
“men of letters” with their particular status in Korean society is vital in considering the intent 
behind the production of the Kenka gashūzu as an outcome of this interaction. The nuances of the 
Kenka gashūzu will be further examined through a comparative analysis with other Late Joseon 
depictions of literary gatherings. This research is not only a study on the tongsinsa; I hoped that it 
might contribute to an understanding of the variety of “men of letters” present in early modern 
Japanese and Korean society.


































Presentation of Knowledge in the Gakushū-zukan:  
The Shift in the Transmission of Meaning and “Complete in Facing 
Pages” Format
ŌISHI Masumi
This research note is part of an analysis of how scientific and specialized knowledge was received as 
visual images in Japan’s postwar period, especially in the 1950s–1970s. For that purpose, it 
reconstructs the experience of recipients of knowledge focusing on the genre of gakushū zukan 
(illustrated study guides), specifically on their style of writing and format.
 Generally it is assumed that the gakushū zukan were designed on the premise of their use as 
reference guides for researching species of plants or animals. An overview of the illustrated guides 
published in the period studied, however, indicates that some guides were designed, rather, to 
present essential knowledge on the subject. The analysis here, focusing on the case study of 
illustrated guides about machines—a genre that has nothing to do with identification of species—
aims to show how these illustrated guides emphasized “explanation.”
 The results of the analysis show that initially the explanations of the machinery in the 
illustrated guides were intended mainly to help the reader grasp the structural location of the parts 
of a machine in spatial perspective. Gradually, however, the purpose of the explanations shifted 
toward helping the reader capture the temporal sequence of the machine’s operation. And the shift 
was made by replacing “illustrations showing inner structure” —which could not be understood 
without reading the text or captions—with explanatory illustrations and diagrams (zukai ) that are 
understandable either with or without words.
 For the gakushū zukan, such explanatory illustrations were made possible mainly by the 
illustration format known as “complete on facing pages” (mihiraki kanketsu). This illustration 
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format makes it possible to separate the illustrations completely from the text, and provide limited 
meaning through titles and subtitles on the facing page spread.
 This case study of illustrated guides to machines shows how the “complete on facing pages” 
format contributed to the independence of illustrations. In other words, only when the illustrations 
gained independence in meaning did illustrated study guides emerge in their present form.
Keywords:  media, gakushū zukan (illustrated study guide), encyclopedias, visual image, scientific 
knowledge, machines, illustrations, inner-structure diagram, explanatory diagram (zukai )
